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Introduction

1.1 Problem

Our project’s goal is to address the need for a tangible and interactive chess-playing device,

enabling users to play in the physical world against a chess AI rather than relying on digital

platforms. Designed for both beginners and advanced players, the chess-playing robot would

provide an engaging alternative to mobile apps, allowing for skill development and strategic

thinking in a hands-on manner.

1.2 Solution

We plan to develop an autonomous chess-playing robot that eliminates the need for a human

opponent by incorporating our own chess algorithm with varying difficulty levels. Using a system

involving a magnet and motors beneath the board, the computer opponent’s chess pieces will

move autonomously while the human player will simply pick up and place their pieces. Then, our

robot will analyze the current board position by capturing an image through a camera and will

identify all the pieces on the board by identifying each piece's color, associating it with the

corresponding chess piece. With this updated board, we will now be able to determine the

optimal move based on the chosen difficulty level and current board position. When identified,

our code will output the necessary information to the system with the magnet and the motors

underneath the board to move its intended piece and wait for the subsequent human player’s

move (additionally, a button press will “submit” the player’s move).



Figure 1. Chess board’s rail & magnet system

Figure 2. High-level project overview



1.3 High-level Requirements List

- Computer vision algorithm correctly identifies chess piece positions and their identity on

the board with 95% ± 5% accuracy.

- Chess AI is implemented in a way that is able to identify when the human player has

cheated with 95% ± 5% accuracy.

- Rail and magnet system grabs the intended chess piece to the intended location on the

chess board with 95% ± 5% accuracy.



Design

2.1 Block Diagram

Figure 3. Block diagram of the chess-playing robot



2.2 Subsystem Overview

The design is broken down into four subsystems, which are implemented in hardware and

software.

2.2.1 Power Subsystem

The Power System is responsible for powering all electrical and mechanical pieces associated

with our project, such as the motors, magnet, camera, Raspberry PI, and microcontroller. It is

comprised of:

- (1) AC/DC Converter Output: 12V ± 0.6V, 5A

- (1) 12V to 5.1V Buck Converter

- (1) 12V to 3.3V Buck Converter

The main source of power will come from a wall outlet where the AC to DC converter will output

the 12 volts we need to power our project. The 12V output will be connected straight to the 3

Stepper motors and to the MOSFET that leads to the Electromagnet. From the output of our 12V

to 5.1V Buck Converter, we will connect the Raspberry PI 4 as a type USB-C connection. One

final Buck Converter will be used to step down 12V to 3.3V where it will be used as input to our

microcontroller.



Figure 4. PCB schematic design for our Buck converters (3.3V & 5.0V)



Requirements Verification
● Maintain a voltage of 12 ± 0.6V from

the AC/DC output
● Use a voltage measuring device such as an

oscilloscope or a multimeter and place the
positive side terminal on the output of the
AC/DC converter

● Next, place the negative side on the ground
terminal of the pcb.

● Read the device display and verify that the
output is within the expected ranges

______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Output 5 ± 0.1 V and 3.3 ± 0.1 V from

our Buck Converters
● Use a voltage measuring device such as an

oscilloscope or a multimeter and place the
positive side terminal on the Buck
converter’s output

● Next, place the negative side on the ground
terminal of the pcb.

● Read the device display and verify that the
output is within the expected ranges. 5 ± 0.1
V for one Buck Converter and 3.3 ± 0.1 V
for the other.

______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Magnet switch is able to turn the

magnet off and on by cutting and
reconnecting the current to the magnet

● First, use a voltage measuring device such
as an oscilloscope or a multimeter and
place the positive side terminal on the
magnet switch input and the negative side
terminal on pcb ground. Read the display
and ensure that the input is what the
magnet requires.

● Second, place the positive terminal of the
device on the magnet switch output while
keeping the negative terminal on ground. If
the switch is off the display should read as
0V. If the switch is on, the display should
read the same as the input.

● Lastly, flip the switch and ensure the output
is the other switch state. From on to off and
from off to on. Repeat second step

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 1: Power Subsystem – Requirements & Verification



2.2.2 Processing Subsystem

The Processing System is where all of the image processing, data analysis, path planning, and

execution takes place. It is comprised of:

- (1) Raspberry PI 4 Model B

- (1) ESP32 S3 Microcontroller

- (1) N-Channel MOSFET (Magnet Switch)

The system is split up between the 2 components, one is the Raspberry Pi, which will handle the

computer vision code we write as well as the python library for the chess AI we use and the

microcontroller will be handling the planning and execution of moves once a move has been

made by the chess AI. The only communication between these two devices will be telling the

microcontroller the best move or if the human player has cheated. Since the Raspberry Pi will

handle the computer vision, it needs to be connected to the camera to receive the images, and

the microcontroller needs to be connected to the motors and magnet in order for it to execute

the moves. Whenever a piece needs to be moved, the magnet will turn on by sending current to

it straight from the power input. Whenever we need to turn the magnet off, a switch will cut off

the current to the magnet which is controlled by the microcontroller.



Requirements Verification
● Computer vision algorithm correctly

identifies chess piece positions and
their identity on the board with 95 ± 5%
accuracy

● Randomly generate a chess board state
using an online tool and place the pieces as
shown.

● Once set up, press the button to signal to
the algorithm to capture a screenshot of the
board and begin processing.

● Check the internal representation of the
chessboard and ensure that it is correct by
Forsyth-Edwards Notation (FEN) standards.

● Repeat 100 times and ensure that the
accuracy fall within expected performance

______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Microcontroller plans a path to move

the necessary pieces and executes it
with 95 ± 5% success rate

● Play chess games against the robot and
keep track of its successes and failures.

● Continue to play until the robot reaches 100
moves performed and count up all the
robot’s successes. Ensure that its accuracy
falls within expected performance.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 2: Processing Subsystem – Requirements & Verification



2.2.3 Visual Subsystem

The Visual System will serve as the part of the project that the human interacts with and the part

where the AI receives its visual input to the algorithm via the camera. The System is comprised

of:

- (1) Chess Board created by machine shop

- (1) Arducam for Raspberry PI

- (32) Colored chess pieces

- (1) User controlled button

The chess board will be provided by the machine shop, and it already includes the Magnetic Arm

System underneath the board. Additionally, there will be the camera that will be hung above the

board looking down that will be used as input to the Raspberry Pi.What the camera sees is what

our image processing code will work on and send to the chess AI. There will also be a button

that the user will press at the end of every turn to signal that it is the end of their turn and the

robot will begin analyzing the board. This will loop until there is either a winner or a stalemate



Requirements Verification
● Raspberry Pi can recognize the camera

connection
● Plug the two device into each other
● Check the Raspberry Pi’s connection

recognition
● If it does not recognize the camera,

troubleshoot with a Raspberry Pi/MIPI
camera manual

______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Camera only sees the board to avoid

distractions
● Mount the camera to the centering

apparatus
● Output what the camera sees onto a

separate window or jpg/png
● Adjust the height of the apparatus

accordingly until the outer edges of the
camera sees the outer border of the chess
board

______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Pictures of the board are able to be

sent to the Raspberry Pi
● Power the Raspberry Pi and connect the

camera to the Pi
● Once powered, check the read value from

the Raspberry Pi
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 3: Visual Subsystem – Requirements & Verification



2.2.4 Magnetic Arm Subsystem

The magnetic arm system will receive data from the processing system telling the Magnetic

Arm system how to move its motors and when to turn on the magnet in order to grab and move

the AI’s pieces effectively. It is comprised of:

- (3) Mercury Motor SM-42BYG011-25 2 Phase 1.8° 32/20

- (1) KK P-50/27 50 kg Electromagnet

There will be two motors parallel to each other and dedicated to operating in the same

3-dimensional plane. They will be responsible for moving the third motor which will rest

perpendicularly on each of the other two motors. This will allow the rail system to move in

4-directions. Resting on the third motor’s axis will be the electromagnet that will be fed voltage

to turn on and off the magnetism. The magnet will pick up and drop off pieces through the metal

pieces that are secured underneath each chess piece. To allow special movements from the

knight chess pieces, the magnet will drag pieces along the lines of the chess board to maneuver

around them. As a result, the chess board tiles will be around 1½ times larger than the diameter

of the magnet.



Requirements Verification
● Rail system can move to specific chess

board positions with 95 ± 5% accuracy
● First verify that it can move to specified

chess board positions with the processing
subsystem’s software which will be similar
to computer numerical controller (CNC)

● Then, generalize the chess positions with a
random number generator

● Run the program for 100 trials
______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Rail system can move from one chess

tile to another while holding onto a
chess piece without bumping into other
pieces with 95 ± 5% accuracy

● Use the program from the magnetic arm
subsystem’s first verification process, but
power the magnet when it travels from one
tile to another

● Have a chess piece over the magnet to be
dragged around, and place pieces around
the board to test for bumps

● Run it for 100 trials
______________________________________________________________________________________________
● Magnet will grab and hold on to desired

chess piece with 95 ± 5% success rate
● Use the program from the magnetic arm

subsystem’s first verification process, but
power the magnet when it travels from one
tile to another

● Have a chess piece over the magnet to be
dragged around

● Run it for 100 trials
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Table 4: Magnetic Arm Subsystem – Requirements & Verification



2.3 Physical/Hardware Design

Figure 5. Birdseye view of the magnetic arm subsystem

This is a bird’s eye view of the chess board we are using for the project. The board itself, which

is two ¼ inch layers of plexiglass, measures 22.5 x 18 inches. The actual range of operation for

the magnetic arm system underneath the board is approximately 19 x 18 inches. This is all

information that was given to us by the workers at the machine shop.

2.4 Software Design

The process will begin with the camera sending its RGB image to the Raspberry Pi for imaging

processing. Once the Raspberry Pi finishes its interpretation of the chess board’s game state



and returns a chess move to execute, it will be sent to the microcontroller. The microcontroller

will then handle the movement and powering of the rails and magnet respectively.

2.4.1: Raspberry Pi - Image Processing

The Raspberry Pi will utilize OpenCV’s color manipulation and image processing functions to

filter the camera’s raw image into interpretable data.

The raw image will be sent through OpenCV’s cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV) function to

transform it to the HSV color space. HSV color space allows for easier manipulation and

specifications for desired colors, in terms of hue, saturation, and value. In this example img is

the raw image that will be sent as input through the Raspberry Pi, and cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV is

the color space conversion code to convert from RGB to HSV color space.

Figure 6. Example of OpenCV’s cvt_COLOR() function

Once converted to the HSV color space, we can define color ranges for each of our 6 unique

colors and their lighter and darker alterations. With the masks for each of the 6 colors’ lighter

and darker spectrums, we will be able to utilize openCV’s inrange(hsv_img, red_lower, red_upper)

function where in this example hsv_img is the input array of pixels that will be checked,

red_lower is the lower bound, and red_upper is the upper bound to check for. Anything outside of

that range will be omitted, but it will keep the same size of the input.

Figure 7. Example of OpenCV’s inRange() function



Once we have a range for the specific color, we will apply only_red_img = cv2.bitwise_and(img,

mask=red_mask). Img can be either RGB or HSV color space while the mask= parameter is

checking which pixels are within tolerance and if they are not, they are zeroed.

Figure 8. Example of OpenCV’s bitwise_and() function

We will repeat this process 11 times because we need to identify and isolate 12 different colors.

When all the chess pieces on the board are identified, their positions will be calculated based on

pixel coordinate math. It will convert these positions into FEN string notation to send in as input

for the python-chess library. Sent through the library, it will utilize algorithms and functions of

python-chess and calculate the optimal move for its turn. It will then output that instruction into

the microcontroller.

2.4.2: ESP32 S3 - Rail and Magnet Instructions

The ESP32 S3 microcontroller will utilize Arduino programming languages, such as C/C++ and

Python, to interpret the Raspberry Pi’s chess move output to orchestrate the rail movements and

magnet switching on and off.

Having received the chess move input from the Raspberry Pi, the ESP32 S3 microcontroller will

interpret the input and transform it into an output that can instruct the motors and magnet. In

order to instruct the correct devices of what to do, it will send the proper signals, such as 3.3V,

to the appropriate GPIOs connected. Because the magnet requires 12V to operate and the

microcontroller can only output 3.3V, we will utilize a MOSFET to use the microcontroller as an

input to control the 12V going into the magnet, allowing us to turn the magnet on and off.



Figure 9. Flow chart of process execution

2.5 Tolerance Analysis

In order to calculate our tolerances, we need to decide on how we are going to power our

chess-playing robot. Since our Project Proposal, we have received TA input, and we have

decided to use a 12V 5A AC to DC adapter rather than the 5A LDO that we had previously

discussed. The new AC to DC adapter can be found here, and the data sheet describes a

tolerance of 5% (0.6V).

Other points of information to consider:

- Raspberry Pi 4 has a recommended input voltage of 5.1V with a range of -0.5 to 6V

https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Power-Partners-TT-Electronics/PSAD65-12-B1?qs=uwxL4vQweFMR11tsB79Y6Q%3D%3D


Voltage (V) Current (A) Min Power (W) Max Power (W)

Stepper Motors 12 0.33 3.96 3.96

Electromagnet 12 0.83 9.96 9.96

Raspberry Pi 4 5 +/- 0.1 3.0 14.7 15.3

ESP32 S3 3.3 +/- 0.3 0.5 1.5 1.8

Arducam
IMX219

3.0 +/- 0.3 0.3 0.81 0.99

Table 5. Power Draw Calculation Table

As shown in Table 1, our current draw will be 4.96A. The new 12V 5A AC to DC adapter has an

output wattage range of 57.0 (11.4*5) to 63.0 (12.6*5). Considering the tolerance analysis, the

AC to DC adapter meets the voltage, current, and power requirements for all components.

2.6 Cost Analysis

The cost analysis for the chess robot involves a breakdown of the parts and labor expenses.

The parts required that affect our budget, as indicated in Table 6, have a total cost of $120.27,

which is within our budget of $150. Adding the cost of parts that will not affect our budget from

Table 7, the total cost of all parts is $285.86. As for the labor expenses, the estimate we

received from the machine shop was 60 hours at $50/hour, totalling $3000. For the labor costs

of our group, the average starting salary for a computer engineer at UIUC is $109,176. At 40

hours a week, this comes to $52.49/hour. We estimate that the project will take 90 hours per



group member so the total cost of our labor is 3 x 52.49 x 2.5 x 90 = $35,430.75. With the

machine shop labor and parts, the total overall is $38,716.55.

Description Manufacturer Quantity Unit Price Link

Raspberry Pi 4 Model B - 4 GB RAM Raspberry Pi Ltd 1 $55.00 Link

USB-C to 2 Pin Bare Wire Maixbomr 1 $8.99 Link

Arducam for Raspberry Pi IMX219
Camera Module with ABS Case, 1080P
IMX219 Camera Module

Arducam 1 $17.99 Link

ESP32-S3 Microcontroller Espressif Systems 1 $1.85 Link

12V 5A Desktop AC Adapter TT Electronics 1 $16.79 Link

Buck Switching Regulator IC Positive
Adjustable 0.8V 1 Output 3A SOT-583

Texas Instruments
Incorporated

2 $1.00 Link

12 to 3.3/5V Step Down Converter (for
prototyping/backup)

Unbranded 1 $3.49 Link

2 oz. 12-Color Acrylic Craft Paint Set DecoArt, LLC 1 $7.98 Link

Custom 3D Printed Chess Set at
Jackson Innovation Studio

N/A 1 ~$6.18 N/A

Total Cost $120.27

Table 6. Table of Parts Affecting Budget

Note: the way we calculated the cost of the chess pieces was using UltiMaker Cura, where we

found that our pawns are 5 grams, knights are 9 grams, bishops and rooks are 8 grams, kings

are 7 grams, and queens are 6 grams at 3 cents per gram.

https://www.adafruit.com/product/4296
https://www.amazon.com/Pigtail-Equipment-Installed-Replacement-Repair/dp/B0CCYZTRHJ?source=ps-sl-shoppingads-lpcontext&ref_=fplfs&psc=1&smid=A1CK03RVBS2NYU
https://www.amazon.com/Arducam-Raspberry-Megapixel-Compatible-RPI-CAM-8MP/dp/B09VSS74L2/ref=sr_1_5?keywords=mipi%2Bcamera&qid=1707358212&sr=8-5&th=1
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Espressif-Systems/ESP32-S3?qs=Rp5uXu7WBW%2FNWuUy%252bBihNw%3D%3D
https://www.mouser.com/ProductDetail/Power-Partners-TT-Electronics/PSAD65-12-B1?qs=uwxL4vQweFMR11tsB79Y6Q%3D%3D
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/texas-instruments/TPS62933ODRLR/17878401
https://www.ebay.com/itm/225457181336?itmmeta=01HQ4HEGR1AB8PW7XX25KSC3PD&hash=item347e4b9298:g:6EEAAOSwMiBkAGCw&itmprp=enc%3AAQAIAAAA8JluKYhWiH6aA3XPqOzcAlmnLqmOtf5a5mGz1cTzJWurHwQj8qrRC99dMT9VB%2B502tZ3BdH5F9jQfoFUWLCDAdk8hLRXXXRodaBBEsF%2FKs8PIsq5NKVJ2uc6yg0BFaBiyGemTR45Ctt5En6RhNMlRs00mB4xaBYI9ORhsveBYXGXniBLPs9wo0pSfN5%2BhfFRRGlgdWZf4iWiO0OoQ4CcK2y8CePy523sHsJ375BTF0PXZiJTCCii%2BHvGs0UhpNvfzpCIzlnTRO7Tt50ESi5i8BXwZBBjImqZ1gW3rh7qjK96F5%2FbRvK5lgViBnscZeHtrQ%3D%3D%7Ctkp%3ABFBMoIy6kblj
https://www.homedepot.com/p/DecoArt-2-oz-12-Color-Acrylic-Craft-Paint-Set-DASK353-B/205803542?mtc=SHOPPING-BF-CDP-BNG-D24-024_003_SPRAY_PAINT-NA-NA-NA-PLALIA-NA-NA-NA-NA-NBR-NA-NA-NA-2023&cm_mmc=SHOPPING-BF-CDP-BNG-D24-024_003_SPRAY_PAINT-NA-NA-NA-PLALIA-NA-NA-NA-NA-NBR-NA-NA-NA-2023-71700000106707882-58700008275401880-92700075193168299&gclid=7d2a68c20455123efa0f0d106e4fc788&gclsrc=3p.ds&msclkid=7d2a68c20455123efa0f0d106e4fc788


Description Supplier Quantity Unit
Price

Our
Price

Link

Zinc Flat Washers Machine Shop 32 $0.06 Free Link

30kΩ resistor ECE ES Shop 1 $0.12 Free Link

1.3kΩ resistor ECE ES Shop 1 $0.13 Free Link

51.0kΩ resistor ECE ES Shop 1 $0.06 Free Link

1.5kΩ resistor ECE ES Shop 1 $0.06 Free Link

10kΩ resistor ECE ES Shop 2 $0.06 Free Link

4.7uH Inductor ECE ES Shop 1 $1.50 Free Link

6.8uH Inductor ECE ES Shop 1 $1.80 Free Link

33uF Capacitor ECE ES Shop 4 $0.70 Free Link

N-channel MOSFET ECE ES Shop 1 $0.80 Free Link

2.1mm Female Barrel Plug ECE ES Shop 1 $0.65 Free Link

LED (for displaying cheat
detection)

ECE ES Shop 2 $0.17 Free Link

Button ECE ES Shop 1 $2.30 Free Link

Mercury Motor
SM-42BYG011-25 2 Phase 1.8°
32/20

Machine Shop 3 $17.99 Free Link

KK P-50/27 50 kg
Electromagnet

Machine Shop 1 $21.37 Free Link

1/4 Inch Thick Plexiglass Sheet
18” x 24”

Machine Shop 2 $18.83 Free Link

Camera Mount Machine Shop 1 $39.99 Free Link

Total Cost $165.59

Table 7. Table of Parts Not Affecting Budget

https://www.amazon.com/Beduan-Stainless-Washer-Nominal-Thickness/dp/B07MR9GV8L/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2X2N0HXSL2YP4&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.REg9R_E0SpkZJhPxmLoE07d26EEkqSoqMyiuQ_chgqGa6UXcuuaLfe20faC_i3zkSrQhlF-edujNNRq13lKLpZNmzU3iZ9wvJM0N6WKMmdLC7hxaIX-F-itkTkNvUf-AZtUyS4Qm9T7f0Z-_Y5PFvvT-XfT30SxhRwkfs-YhTIWTOyMnqi-kYrKZmPOvkxCARpesY95zB95begSTpw38C6Za-5GEWuUArVm3lMNS2wQ.olX2k4VuvSBHmxBKdbbszRLSqpgvz2CvTcE-qo2EgEE&dib_tag=se&keywords=washers&qid=1708649948&sprefix=washers%2Caps%2C261&sr=8-1-spons&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9hdGY&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/100-Resistors-30K-Ohms-OHM/dp/B00KVGLHEG
https://www.amazon.com/uxcell-Tolerance-Resistance-Electronic-Experiments/dp/B07PPVDHN8
https://www.amazon.com/Projects-Resistors-Watt-Choose-Quantity/dp/B0185FHLH6?th=1
https://www.amazon.com/Projects-1-5k-Resistors-Choose-Quantity/dp/B0185FGTOM?th=1
https://www.amazon.com/EDGELEC-Resistor-Tolerance-Multiple-Resistance/dp/B07QJB31M7/ref=sr_1_3?dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.ZFTY_8RiZZgLi8YFfNVaHJgPNngjeWvX94QvOO_PTRaXM2GBOBv7jRZPSb70xtMBNlhuejQi1rRX1YwSMjDh4mHKBG0XC_N_RAR03nJPFVQTDa1Km-Ve_tOp_3V2mnWwUPxgPuqKDbtzfzhKoqjha4Z-IrsIv5RhAn7vgRfw0yupAobiSS_f2gYdxSjJuOx9xpD-ULhctYgr2iJq_Nw1rtKD3p5YuAD6HyPbkx9d0BY.bCR6ejSMOVHLpAroqzP9yMXQe3TQ4IDwdO2pOZe7UJQ&dib_tag=se&keywords=10k%2Bohm%2Bresistor&qid=1708650995&sr=8-3&th=1
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/bourns-inc./RL875-472K-RC/3782264?utm_adgroup=Fixed%20Inductors&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping_Product_Inductors%2C%20Coils%2C%20Chokes_NEW&utm_term=&utm_content=Fixed%20Inductors&utm_id=bi_cmp-420511934_adg-1295225061838896_ad-80951641409877_pla-4584551178245635:aud-813320050_dev-c_ext-_prd-3782264&msclkid=4b85c3bb6fef1627f901a66c9af2185c
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/kemet/MPX1D0830L6R8/10070894?utm_adgroup=Fixed%20Inductors&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping_Product_Inductors%2C%20Coils%2C%20Chokes_NEW&utm_term=&utm_content=Fixed%20Inductors&utm_id=bi_cmp-420511934_adg-1295225061838896_ad-80951641409877_pla-4584551178245635:aud-813320050_dev-c_ext-_prd-10070894&msclkid=eca25a0af76b16724ddd3fdd02c34657
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/tdk-corporation/C2012X5R0J336M125AC/2443464
https://www.amazon.com/BOJACK-RFP30N06LE-MOSFET-N-Channel-Transistor/dp/B07WR86ZGS/ref=sr_1_1?crid=1UM5Y9HZ4X6YU&dib=eyJ2IjoiMSJ9.JZKs7r1QMBd7ak2RT84vmx9T8ts6fAokwegJ2-ZvGxVu3KvROtxNsj0IyFULIwmlmcC6USiXWCwLwVJSsU3okGpQFZPp-qcmQNpqMPdY3a6SSJPWMAlvhR9guUox0Ud8ottT04E6adulwd8ujtPtQsYW0auGlaaRoPRcz6m5FmftIG1JOcbezTfeCWOzs3wqxD8DJnwblze0pdLujuXh2zpsMP76YWLCsAVsP6AeJNs.XJEwfUY9xUYOBnJyXWP5Y_NA-lwPIZIwCNIEkmhbOb4&dib_tag=se&keywords=MOSFET+n+channel+12v&qid=1708651091&sprefix=mosfet+n+channel+12v%2Caps%2C132&sr=8-1-spons&sp_csd=d2lkZ2V0TmFtZT1zcF9hdGY&psc=1
https://www.addicore.com/products/2-1mm-dc-female-barrel-jack
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/w%C3%BCrth-elektronik/151031VS06000/4489988
https://www.digikey.com/en/products/detail/e-switch/PR144C1900/2116178
https://www.ebay.com/itm/402521295112
https://heschen.com/products/p50-27-12v-24v
https://www.amazon.com/Clear-Acrylic-Plexiglass-Sheet-Thick/dp/B01N28NIQR?th=1
https://www.amazon.com/FOUTOUKEEP-Adjustable-Photography-Videography-Livestream/dp/B0B3WRHYXK/ref=asc_df_B0B3WRHYXK&mcid=e82e052cee2a3f08a6f77f0049c265d8?tag=bingshoppinga-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=79920843355984&hvnetw=o&hvqmt=e&hvbmt=be&hvdev=c&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=&hvtargid=pla-4583520406011851&th=1


Note: nothing in Table 7 will affect our budget and the unit costs are approximations of what the

actual cost would be based on the links provided.

2.7 Schedule

Week Jobs Person

February 26th - March 3rd

Design first PCB Everyone

Fix design document with feedback from design
review

Josh, Jose

Prototype 3D printed chess pieces with different
sizes and different sized washers

Zack

Order all parts needed for project including
backup parts

Zack

March 4th - March 10th

Revise PCB if necessary Everyone

Begin coding an outline for interfacing our image
processing code with Chess AI library

Josh

Design instructions to send to microcontroller
from Raspberry Pi (almost like Gcode for 3D
printers)

Zack

Paint prototyped chess pieces in preparation for
testing computer vision once we get our
parts/PCB

Zack

Gather data on how to communicate between
microcontroller and motors/magnet switch Jose

FIRST PCB ORDER MARCH 5TH Everyone

March 11th - March 17th
(Spring Break)

Continue tasks from previous week if necessary
or get a head start on next week’s tasks

Everyone

March 18th - March 24th

Finalize physical chess board setup (sheet on top
of plexiglass)

Everyone



Revise PCB design Everyone

3D print our finalized design for the 32 chess
pieces, assemble with washers, and paint them

Zack

Begin work on image processing code to identify
chess pieces

Josh

Begin work on chess AI implementation using the
python-chess library.

Jose

SECOND PCB ORDER MARCH 19TH Everyone

March 25th - April 2nd

Revise PCB design if necessary Zack

Begin working on programming microcontroller to
decode Raspberry PI instructions to move motors
and flip magnet switch

Zack

Test and finalize the chess AI implementation
using the python-chess library.

Jose

Continue work on and test image processing code
to identify chess pieces

Josh

THIRD PCB ORDER MARCH 26TH Everyone

April 3rd -April 9th

Revise PCB design if necessary Jose

Begin work on the image processing to chess AI
pipeline

Jose

Test and finalize programming microcontroller to
decode Raspberry PI instructions to move motors
and flip magnet switch

Zack

Test and finalize work on image processing code
to identify chess pieces

Josh

FOURTH PCB ORDER APRIL 4TH Everyone

April 10th - April 16th

Test and finalize the image processing to chess AI
pipeline

Jose

Full project testing Zack

Revise PCB design if necessary Josh

FIFTH AND FINAL PCB ORDER APRIL 11TH Everyone



April 17th - April 23rd Fix any minor bugs in code or anywhere else Everyone

April 24th - April 30th Final Demo Everyone

Table 8. Project Schedule

Ethics and Safety

3.1 Overview

As we create the AI chess board, we must worry about the software and hardware components

that will make up the project from license coverages to patents and copyrights.

3.2 Concerns about Chess Algorithm

Creating a chess algorithm from scratch to evaluate countless chess moves and how optimized

they are for victory can be challenging and time-consuming; it may require time that is out of

scope of a semester’s worth of time. As a result, we will be assisted by Python’s chess library

“python-chess” to compute moves and their varying efficiency. Because we are using a library,

there is a need to be aware of the potential licensing conflicts. The library has a GPL v3 license

which means that it can be involved in commercial use. In accordance to a GPL v3 license (Free

Software Foundation, Inc., 2007), but not limited to:

● Terms and Conditions, Section 4, Paragraph 2:

○ You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey, and you may

offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

● Terms and Conditions, Section 7, Group C:



○ Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or requiring that

modified versions of such material be marked in reasonable ways as different

from the original version.

● Terms and Conditions, Section 8, Paragraph 1:

○ You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly provided

under this License.

3.3 Concerns about Hardware Components

We are utilizing a Raspberry Pi to act as a microcontroller in our project’s design and with it

comes their terms for usages (Raspberry Pi, n.d.). Under Raspberry Pi trademark rules and

brand guidelines, they explicitly mention a list of allowances and prohibitions that deal with

Raspberry Pi and all they own. If our project ever decides to commercialize, we will need to

contact them to obtain a license. We can use the Raspberry Pi’s word mark to refer to products

or services, or to describe that there is compatibility between products. We cannot use the logo

unless it is connected to sale or distribution of genuine products. The Raspberry Pi marks must

be less prominent than what it is used for/connected to.

For the MIPI camera, we can use the product for personal use according to the MIPI

Alliance’s Frequently Asked Questions for the ECE 445 project, but if any desires for

commercialization occur, we will stay within their boundaries for intellectual property and more.

Lastly, for the CAD models of the chess pieces, the designs we are most likely going to use can

be found here and are under a BY-NC-ND 4.0 DEED creative commons license. Since we are not

selling this chess robot, will give credit, and will not distribute our modifications, we are

following the terms of the license agreement. If we were to sell this commercially, we would end

https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:378322


up hiring someone to design the chess pieces or find a different design online that would allow

for commercial use.

3.4 Concerns about Ethical Practices

The Committee on Professional Ethics (COPE) promotes ethical conduct amongst the

computing professionals with a code of ethics. In accordance to their code of ethics (ACM

Ethics, 2018), some of the guidelines include:

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 1: PUBLIC, Section 1.01:

○ Accept full responsibility of the work

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 1: PUBLIC, Section 1.03:

○ Approve software if it does not diminish the quality of life, privacy, or harm the

environment

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 1: PUBLIC, Section 1.06:

○ Be fair and avoid deception in all statements, particularly public ones, concerning

software or related documents, methods and tools.

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 3: PRODUCT, Section 3.02:

○ Ensure proper and achievable goals and objectives for any project on which they

work or propose.

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 5: MANAGEMENT, Section 5.01:

○ Ensure good management for any project on which they work, including effective

procedures for promotion of quality and reduction of risk

● PRINCIPLES, Principle 6: PROFESSION, Section 6.06:

○ Obey all laws governing the project and its components



We will uphold the code of ethics to the best of our ability and not tarnish the University of

Illinois Urbana Champaign’s reputation.
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